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Abstract—Geo-social group queries, which return a social cohesive user group with a spatial constraint, have receive significant

research interests due to their promising applications for group-based activity planning and scheduling in location-based social

networks (LBSNs). However, existing studies on geo-social group queries mostly assume the users are stationary whereas in realistic

LBSN application scenarios all users may continuously move over time. Thus, in this paper, we investigate the problem of continuous

geo-social groups monitoring (CGSGM) over moving users. A challenge in answering CGSGM queries over moving users is how to

efficiently update geo-social groups when users are continuously moving. To address the CGSGM problem, we first propose a baseline

algorithm, namely Baseline-BB, which recomputes the new geo-social groups from scratch at each time instance by utilizing a branch

and bound (BB) strategy. To improve the inefficiency of BB, we explore a new strategy, called common neighbor or neighbor expanding

(CNNE), which expands the common neighbors of edges or the neighbors of users in intermediate groups to quickly produce the valid

group combinations. Accordingly, another baseline algorithm, namely Baseline-CNNE, is proposed. As these baseline algorithms do

not maintain intermediate results to facilitate further query processing, we develop an incremental algorithm, called incremental

monitoring algorithm (IMA), which maintains the support, common neighbors and the neighbors of current users when exploring

possible user groups for further updates and query processing. Since IMA requires many times of truss decomposition when

processing mutiple-users updates, we propose an improved incremental algorithm, called improved incremental monitoring algorithm

(IIMA), which performs truss decompostion only once. Moreover, we design algorithms for handling the social changes that result in

insertion/deletion of some edges in the social network. Owing to the challenge in setting, an appropriate monitoring distance, we further

study the topN CGSGM problem, which finds topN result groups at each time instance. Finally, we conduct extensive experiments

using four real datasets to validate our ideas and evaluate the proposed algorithms.

Index Terms—Location-based services, Geo-social group query, nearest neighbor, continuous queries, monitoring

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

WITH the ever-growing popularity of GPS-enabled devi-
ces and online social networks, location-based social

networks (LBSNs), e.g., Foursquare, Yelp, Wechat, and
Weibo, have emerged in our social life. In all these LBSNs,

mobile users are allowed to share their check-in locations
(e.g., homes, supermarkets, offices, restaurants, and shop-
ping malls) with friends or social users. LBSNs have bridged
the gap between the physical world and the virtual world of
social networks, providing social users new applications,
such as group-based activity planning and target market-
ing [24], [25], [35], [42], [44]. For example, a hotpot restaurant
would like to push group coupons to nearby users, who are
socially connected with each other, so as to attract them to
dine at the restaurant. Accordingly, a geo-social group query
may be issued to find a socially cohesive group of users with
a spatial constraint for the application [42].

While much research attention has recently been drawn to
geo-social group queries (e.g., [15], [25], [35], [42], [44]), exist-
ingworks assume that users’ locations are fixed.Nevertheless,
we argue that users could be moving in real-life scenarios. In
other words, the user groups satisfying the query conditions
may constantly change over time. In the above restaurant
example, group coupons should be advertised by periodically
detecting user groups near the restaurant.

To make geo-social queries more realistic and useful for
location-based applications, in this paper, we introduce a
new geo-social group query, namely, continuous geo-social
groups monitoring query over moving users (CGSGM), in our
initial study [43]. Consider an LBSN represented by a graph
G. Given a CGSGM query, specified in the form hd; ql; k; p;
½t1; t2�i, the system continuously monitors all user groups of
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size p such that the distance of any result user to the query
location ql is not greater than d and that the users within a
group form a k-truss (i.e., a subgraph in which each edge
eðu; vÞ has at least k-2 common neighbors). An example of a
CGSGM query is illustrated in Fig. 1, where the social net-
work and user locations are respectively presented in a
social layer and a spatial layer. The top part is the social
graph where two users are connected if two users are
acquainted with each other, while the bottom part shows
users’ locations at time instances t1 and t2, respectively,
where each user ui is associated with its location pi. Suppose
there is a restaurant located at q, which aims to continuously
identifying all social cohesive groups of size 5 whose dis-
tance to the restaurant is not greater than 2km, during the
opening hours ½t1 = 5pm, t2 = 9pm]. This task can be carried
out by issuing a CGSGM query hd=2km, q, k=3, p=5, ½t1; t2�i.
The results of this CGSGM query are the groups
fu0; u2; u3; u4; u9g, fu0; u2; u3; u6; u7g, fu0; u2; u6; u7; u9g, fu0;
u3; u4; u6; u7g, and fu0; u3; u9; u6; u7g for time instance t1,
while the group results for time instance t2 are
fu0; u3; u4; u7; u5g, fu0; u3; u4; u9; u5g, fu0; u3; u9; u7; u5g, fu0;
u3; u4; u5; u8g, fu0; u3; u4; u7; u8g, fu0; u3; u9; u5; u8g, fu0;
u3; u9; u7; u8g, and fu0; u5; u7; u9; u8g. Notice that, from 5pm
to 9pm, the restaurant may obviously issue many CGSGM
queries in between moments as the potential customers
keep moving. The scenario and need mandates efficient
processing of the query in near-real time. While the afore-
mentioned problem setting is shown to be practically useful,
an potential challenge is to set an appropriate monitoring
distance d which requires some trials to set right by the res-
taurant. Thus, we propose an alrernative setting, namely
the top N CGSGM problem, which does not require a pre-
defined d, to find topN nearest groups in terms of the group
distance to the query location at a time instance.

To support CGSGM, we propose a new query processing
framework (as shown in Fig. 2), also called CGSGM for sim-
plicity. It has a central server that receives the positions of
mobile users from the position monitoring subsystem. The
CGSGM queries issued by query clients (e.g., various res-
taurants) are registered at this central server, where query
processor continuously returns query results to the query
clients, upon reception of user position updates. We pro-
pose efficient algorithms to process CGSGM queries in real
time. The server does not assume any knowledge about the
users’ moving velocities, directions, or trajectories.

A major challenge faced in processing CGSGM queries
is the need to enumerate every possible group combina-
tion to generate the result groups at each time instance. It

is easy to prove that the CGSGM query problem is NP-
hard.

To tackle the CGSGM problem, we propose two baseline
algorithms, Baseline-BB and Baseline-CNNE as well as an effi-
cient incremental monitoring algorithm (IMA) in [43]. IMA
includes two parts: initial result computation and multiple-
users update. When exploring possible k-truss groups at
each time instance of query processing, we maintain the
support (i.e., the number of triangles which the edge is
involved in), the common neighbors of two nodes, and the
neighbors of current users for future user updates and
query processing. Since IMA performs truss decomposition
many times when processing multiple-users updates, we
propose an improved incremental algorithm, called IIMA,
which performs truss decompostion only once when han-
dling the multiple-users updates.

To answer the top N CGSGM query, we design an algo-
rithm, namely TOP-N, by incorporating the idea of distance
ordering to explore the possible combinations of near users,
guided by the CNNE strategy explored in Baseline-CNNE
to effectively form feasible groups with small distance for
prioritized processing. For fast termination of the query
processing, we also develop an early terminate condition. In
addition, the social relationship may change for a dynamic user.
Thus, we also develop an algorithm for handling the social
changes, i.e., removing one edge and inserting one edge.

In addition to the initial results, this work also extends
our initial study in the following aspects, (1) improving the
IMA algorithm to answer the CGSGM query (Section 5); (2)
formulating and tackling the problem of processing top N
CGSGM queries and proposing an algorithm for efficient
query processing (Section 6); (3) proposing an algorithm for
handling the social changes (Section 7); (4) conducting a
more comprehensive performance evaluation which evalu-
ates the the proposed algorithms.

The contributions made in this paper are four-fold:

1. We formalize two new and realistic variant of geo-
social queries, continuous geo-social groups monitoring
(CGSGM) query and the top N CGSGM query, over
moving users.

2. We propose two baseline algorithms, namely Base-
line-BB and Baseline-CNNE, which recompute new
geo-social groups from scratch at each time instance
for CGSGM.

3. We further develop an improved incremental
algorithm for CGSGM, which performs k-truss
decomposition only once, by maintaining useful
intermediate results for further user updates and
query processing.

4. We propose an efficient algorithm, namely TOP-N,
for answering the top N CGSGM query. Moreover,
we develop an efficient update algorithm to hanlde
the social changes in a social network.

Fig. 1. An example of CGSGM query.

Fig. 2. The CGSGM framework.
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5. We conduct extensive experiments to evaluate the
proposed algorithms.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
reviews the related work. Section 3 gives some basic defini-
tions and formulates the CGSGM and top N CGSGM prob-
lem. Section 4 presents our two baseline algorithms in
detail. Section 5 proposes an improved incremental moni-
toring algorithm. Section 6 extends to process the top N
CGSGM query. Section 7 handles the changes of social net-
work. Section 8 reports the experimental results and our
findings. Finally, Section 9 concludes the paper with a dis-
cussion of future work.

2 RELATED WORK

A lot of research efforts related to our work, including Con-
tinuous Spatial Queries, and Geo-Social Group Queries, have
been made in the field of location based social network.

2.1 Continuous Spatial Queries (CSQs)

Many continuous spatial queries over spatial databases
have been studied over the years.

Since 1990s, researchers have been studying the problemof
querying moving objects [19]. Queries such as “find Alice’s
nearest petrol stations while she is driving” or “find all the
taxi cabs within 1 km from Alice” [32] are proposed for
research. As technology advances, mobile devices emerge in
our daily life, reserach attention on continuous spatial queries
(CSQs) also grows significantly in the spatial database com-
munity. A large number of studies are investigated from vari-
ous aspects of CSQs, including access methods [13], [31], [33],
query algorithms [20], [21], [28] and new query types [5], [16],
[22], just to name a few. Over the years, a CSQ has also been
called as amoving query [14], [16], [40], a (continuous) spatio-
temporal query [3], [31], [36], and a continuous location-based
(or location-dependent) query [1], [2], [18], [37], with some
minor differences in the targeted settings. The terms moving
query, spatio-temporal query, and active query are intro-
duced in part to distinguish the new functionality from that
of traditional spatial queries where the objects are static and
time-independent. The terms continuous location-based or
location-dependent query are introduced in part to empha-
size the application context of location-based service (LBS).
Xiong et al. [41] study the processing of continuous k nearest
neighbor queries in spatio-temporal databases. In their set-
ting, both the objects and continuous queries may change
their locations over time. The answer region of a query point q
is defined as the circle centered at q wtih radius best dist,
which is the distance of the kth NN to q. Mouratidis et al. [30]
propose the conceptual partitioning monitoring (CPM)
method for continuous nearest neighbor monitoring. They
define the influence region of q as the set of cells that intersect
the circle centered at qwith radius best dist. Only the updates
affecting the influence region of a query are used to invalidate
its current result. However, like many other existing works,
the two works mentioned above do not consider the social
constraint in query processing.

2.2 Geo-Social Group Queries

Various location-based social network sites allow users to
share their locations through check-ins or mentions in posts.

Over the years, the prosperity of location-based social net-
working paves the way for new applications of group-based
activity planning and marketing. As a result, a growing
number of researches on geo-social (socio-spatial) group
queries, have been explored.

For a given geo-social graph, Yang et al. [42] first propose a
geo-social group query (SSGQ) that finds a set of members
based on a fixed rally point where the aggregated spatial dis-
tance between members and the rally point is minimized
while eachmember is allowed to be unfamiliar with at most a
given number of members in that group. However, such a
social constraint may lead to a group that have very distant
or diverse social relations. Thus, Zhu et al. [44] propose a
new class of geo-social group queries with minimum acquain-
tance constraint (GSGQ), which ensures all users in the result
group to have at least a certain number of acquaintances.
GSGQ takes three parameters: query issuer, spatial con-
straint, and social constraint, where the query issuer is a
member in the given graph. Although SSGQ and GSGQ
impose a constraint on group size, they do not consider user
movements. Thus, the query results are static. Recently, the
geo-social k-cover group query for collaborative spatial com-
puting is proposed [25]. In this query, given a set of query
points and a social network, it retrieves a minimum user
group in which each user is socially related to at least k other
users such that the user-associated regions (e.g., familiar
regions or service regions) can jointly cover all the query
points. In addition, Armenatzoglou et al. [8] propose a gen-
eral framework for geo-social query processing, which sepa-
rates the social, geographical, and query processing modules
to facilitate flexible data management. Then, Shen et al. [35]
propose the multiple rally-point social spatial group query
(MRGQ) that chooses a suitable rally point from the multiple
points and the corresponding best group, byminimizing spa-
tial distance between group members to the best rally point.
Fang et al. [12] propose a spatial-aware community (SAC),
which is a connected c-core where the members in the result-
ing group are located within a spatial circle of minimum
radius. SAC also maintains the minimum acquaintance con-
straint. Furthermore, Shen et al. [39] investigate the problem
of computing the radius-bounded k-cores (RB-k-cores) that
aims to find cohesive subgraphs satisfying both social and
spatial constraints on large geo-social networks. By consider-
ing the constraint of users’ spatial information in k-truss
search, Chen et al. [10] study the co-located community
search to find the maximum co-located communities.
Although this work also uses k-truss to measure the commu-
nity, its goal is to find the maximum community. The flexible
socio-spatial group queries [15] are proposed to find the top k
groups w.r.t. multiple POIs where each group follows the
minimum social connectivity constraint. In addition, Li et al.
[23] propose to find a set of skyline cohesive groups, in which
each group cannot be dominated by any other group in terms
of social cohesiveness and spatial cohesiveness. Chen et al.
[11] propose a novel geo-social group model, equipped with
elegant keyword constraints. Luo et al. [27] study the attri-
bute constrained co-located community (ACOC) search,
which returns the smallest community that satisfies three
properties: i) structural cohesiveness; ii) spatial co-location;
and iii) attribute constraint. While the TCS-SSN [4] is pro-
posed to retrieve a maximal set with high social influence,
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small traveling time, covering certain keywords, and contain-
ing a query social-network user. In addition, Almaslukh et al.
[6] retrieve the most recent k objects that are posted within
spatial range R and are posted by u’s friends or friends of
friends based on a discrete social distance. The k objects are
ranked based on the time to retrieve the most recent objects
from u’s direct friends. Apon et al. [7] investigate the top-k
flexible socio-spatial keyword-aware group query, which
finds the best k groups of varying sizes around different
points of interest (POIs), where the groups are ranked based
on the social and textual cohesiveness among members, spa-
tial closeness with the corresponding POI, and the group
size. In addition, a social group query problem is proposed to
consider the trust among the members of the group [26]. To
solve this problem, a multi fuzzy-constrained strong simula-
tion matching model is designed based on multi-constrained
simulation.

In summary, the problem settings of the aforementioned
existing works are different from CGSGM. In particular,
they do not study the dynamic change of the query results
caused by the movements of users, which is the main focus
of this work. Although Almaslukh et al. [6] study the
dynamic change of the query results, it returns the most
recent k objects instead of the the social group, which is dif-
ferent from our work. Moreover, the size of geo-social
groups returned by CGSGM is fixed, which introduces sig-
nificant challenges to our work.

3 PRELIMINARIES

Given a location-based social network (LBSN), we focus on
continuously finding geo-social groups of moving users
located in monitored spatial regions, where each user may
be continuously moving. In this paper, we assume an envi-
ronment where each of the moving objects is equipped with
a location detection device, e.g., a smart phone with GPS.
The moving users report their locations periodically. With
respect to the spatial constraint, we denote the euclidean
distance between a user u and a query location ql by
disðu; qlÞ. For continuous evaluation of spatio-temporal
queries on moving users, where user locations may change
constantly, two models may be considered: (1) updates are
pushed into the query processor as soon as they are avail-
able (e.g., as in [28]); (2) the query processor periodically
pulls the current locations of the objects for query process-
ing in order to update the query answer [29]. In this paper,
we adopt the second model and assume that the query pro-
cessor pulls the current locations of the objects at a sched-
uled time instance to generate/update the query answer for
the query issuer.1

In order to find a social cohesive group of users in a
social network, similar to other related works on geo-social
network, CGSGM uses k-truss [34] as the basis of social con-
straint to restrict the result group. In this section, we first
introduce the related definitions and properties of k-truss,
based on which the CGSGM problem is formulated.

Consider an undirected graph G ¼ ðV;EÞ, where V is the
set of vertices and E is the set of edges. A triangle in G is a

cycle of length 3. Let u; v; w 2 V be the three vertices on the
triangle, denoted by 4uvw. We first define the notion of
common neighbor and support of an edge, respectively.

Definition 1. (COMMON NEIGHBOR). Given an edge
eðx; yÞ, we say z is the common neighbor to eðx; yÞ iff eðx; zÞ
and eðy; zÞ 2 E. In other words, x; y; z form a triangle.

Definition 2. (SUPPORT). The support of an edge eðu; vÞ 2 E
in G, denoted by supðe;GÞ, is defined as jf4uvw : w 2 V gj.
When the context is obvious, we replace supðe;GÞ by supðeÞ.
Since w is a common neighbor of (u; v), the support of eðu; vÞ is
the total number of common neighbors to eðu; vÞ.
With the definition of support, k-truss [9] is defined as

follows. Intuitively, a k-truss is subgraph in which each
edge eðu; v) has at least k-2 common neighbors. Let G½W �
denote a subgraph induced by a group setW � V .

Definition 3. (k-TRUSS GROUP.) Given a group setW and an
integer k � 2, W is a k-truss group, if there exist at least one
induced subgraphG½W � satisfying the following two conditions:

1) k-truss. G½W � is a subgraph of G, denoted as G½W � �
G, such that 8e 2 EðG½W �Þ, supðe;G½W �Þ � ðk� 2Þ;

2) Connected. G½W � is connected.
For example, as shown in Fig. 1, group {u0; u1; u2; u9; u7;

u8; u5} is 4-truss group. Notice that the support of edges in its
induced graph are not less than 2 except the edge eðu5; u9)
whose support is 1. By removing edge eðu5; u9), the subgraph
is still is connected and satisfied as a 4-truss. Based on the
observation, we devise an algorithm to check whether a
group is k-truss. The main idea is to remove an edge whose
support is less than k-2 iteratively until we find the induced
subgraph is a k-truss or at least one node is disconnected
from other nodes. That is, if there exists one node discon-
nected from other nodes, such a group is not a k-truss group.

To facilitate our discussion, we define the trussness of a
subgraph, an edge, and a vertex as follows.

Definition 4. (SUBGRAPH TRUSSNESS). The trussness of a
subgraph H � G is the minimum support of edges in H,
denoted by tðHÞ = min{supðe;HÞ : e 2 EðHÞ}.

Definition 5. (EDGE TRUSSNESS). The trussness of an edge
e 2 EðGÞ is the maximum trussness of e in all the subgraphs,
i.e., tðeÞ ¼ maxH�GfftðHÞ : e 2 EðHÞ}.

Definition 6. (VERTEX TRUSSNESS). The trussness of a ver-
tex v 2 V ðGÞ is the maximum trussness of v in all the sub-
graphs, i.e., tðvÞ ¼ maxH�GfftðHÞ : v 2 V ðHÞ}.
The social cohesiveness group defined by k-truss can

be generalized using other dense subgraph definitions,
such as the k-core group, and k-edge-connected compo-
nent community.

3.1 Problem Formulation

In this section, we formally define the CGSGM query.
Problem Statement 1. CGSGM Given a social graph G =

(V;E), where each vertex v 2 V is a candidate attendee whose
location at time instance ti (where ti 2 ½t1; t2�) and any two mutu-
ally acquainted vertices u and v are connected by an edge eu;v. A

1. Note that the updates could be very frequent (i.e., near real time)
to meet the needs of the clients.
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continuous geo-social group monitoring query CGSGM over
moving users hd; p; ql; ki continuously monitors all the k-truss
groups of size p from G between time instance t1 and time
instance t2 where the distance of every result user to the query
location ql is less than d, i.e., 8v; disðv; qlÞ � d.

Theorem 1. The CGSGM query is NP-hard.

Proof: For each time instance, we return all the k-truss
groups with a fixed size p. We prove the NP-hardness of
our CGSGM problem by reducing from a decision version
of the well-known NP-hard Maximum Clique problem, that
is, checking whether there exists a non-empty k-clique in
graph GðV;EÞ. We construct an instance of CGSGM for
graph GðV;EÞ with moving users hd; p; ql; ki, by setting the
parameters k ¼ p and d ¼ þ1 such that every user v 2 V
satisfies disðv; qlÞ � d. A k-truss of size p ¼ k is a k-clique,
because every edge ðv; uÞ 2 E has exactly k� 2 triangles
and thus each vertex v has k� 1 neighbors. Thus, the deci-
sion problem of Maximum Clique is a Yes-instance if and
only if the corresponding of our CGSGM is also a Yes-
instance. This completes the proof.

Since an appropriate monitoring distance may not easy
to be decided by a restaurant, we further study the top N
CGSGM problem, which finds top N result groups at each
time instance. To rank the result groups, we first define the
group distance for a group as the measure below.

Definition 7. (GROUP DISTANCE). Given a k-truss group g
of size p, we denote maxdisðg; qlÞ as the group distance to
query location ql, and maxdisðg; qlÞ ¼ disðv; qlÞ iff 8v0 2 g,
disðv; qlÞ � disðv0; qlÞ where v 6¼ v0.

Problem Statement 2. Top N CGSGM query. Given a social
graph G = (V;E), where each vertex v 2 V is a candidate attendee
whose location at time instance ti (where ti 2 ½t1; t2�) and any two
mutually acquainted vertices u and v are connected by an edge
eu;v. The top N CGSGM query over moving users hN; p; ql; ki
continuously monitors top N k-truss groups RG of size p from G
between time instance t1 and time instance t2 such that each result
group g 2 RG;maxdisðg; qlÞ � maxdisðg0; qlÞ where g0 =2 RG.

Note that the social changes may occur during the query
monitoring period. For simplicity, we first address the prob-
lems without social changes and then handle the social
changes of the social network (see Section 7).

3.2 K-Truss Index

In this section, we first introduce a k-truss index from [17]
by maintaining the truss information to check whether a
user is qualified to be a result user by its corresponding
edge’s trussness.

We first apply a truss decomposition algorithm [38] on
the graph G, which computes the trussness of each edge,
denoted as tðeðu; vÞÞ. For each vertex v 2 V , we sort its
neighbors N(v) in descending order of the edge trussness
tðeðu; vÞÞ for u 2 NðvÞ and set the maximum edge trussness
as the v’s trussness. For each distinct trussness value k � 2,
we mark the position of the first vertex u in the sorted adja-
cency list where tðeðu; vÞÞ ¼ k. This supports efficient
retrieval of v’s incident edges with a certain trussness value.
We also use a hash table to keep all the edges and their
trussness values. This is the k-truss index.

4 BASELINE FOR CGSGM

To address the CGSGM problem, which is to find all the
k-truss groups of size p corresponding to the query position
ql and query distance threshold d, an idea is to first obtain
the users inside the circle with the radius d centered at ql,
called monitoring circle (denoted as Cm), and then perform
k-truss decomposition (called KTD) [38] to obtain the quali-
fied users at a scheduled time instance, and finally eumerate
all the possible groups of size p from these qualified users to
return all the k-truss result groups.

Before proposing the baseline, we first discuss how to
compute the initial results efficiently.

4.1 The Initial Results Computation

Given a CGSGM hd; ql; k; pi query at the initial time instance,
a natural idea is to first scan all the users to obtain a set of can-
didate users Scan. A candidate’s distance to query location ql
should be no greater than d, while her trussness is also not
less than k. The trussness of users may be exploited to filter
unqualified users, termed as vertex trussness filtering, is pre-
sented in Lemma 1. To efficiently utilize this vertex trussness
filtering, we should precompute the trussness for each user
before the query is processed, as stored in our k-truss index.
After that, we invoke the k-truss decomposition function to
remove the users who can not be a member of k-truss. This is
called k-truss decomposition filtering, as depicted in Lemma 2.
Notice that KTD is implemented by revising the truss
decomposition algorithmwhen setting the initial truss value
as k. After obtaining the qualified users (i.e., the maximal
k-truss), a basic idea is to enumerate candidate groups of size
p by invoking a branch and bound (BB) algorithm.

Lemma 1. Vertex trussness filtering. Given a CGSGM query
hd; p; ql; ki, the current feasible solution UI , a new user u can
be safely filtered iff its trussness is less than k.

Proof: The lemma holds since the vertices with truness <
k do not meet the requirement of k-truss in Definition 3.

Lemma 2. Maximal k-truss filtering. Given a user u and the
maximal k-trussMT , u is qualified as a member of k-truss of size
p (� jMT j) iff u 2MT . That is, if u is not inMT , it can be safely
filtered from the group combination for forming the k-truss.

Proof: The lemma holds since the vertices that are not a
part of the maximal k-truss clearly cannot meet the struc-
tural cohesiveness requirement in Definition 3.

Through analysis, the branch and bound idea explores
many invalid combinations, thus it is inefficient to answer
the CGSGM query.

Improvement by the CNNE strategy. We argue that BB is
not efficient to form a valid combination by fetching a user
randomly. Thus, we propose a new expanding strategy,
common neighbor or neighbor expanding (CNNE), to quickly
produce the feasible solutions, which also explores some
effective pruning and filtering techniques.

For the sake of expanding a valid common neighbor, we
introduce the edge trussness filtering as follows.

Lemma 3. Edge Trussness filtering. Given a CGSGM query
hd; p; ql; ki, a new edge can be safely filtered iff its trussness is
less than k.
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Assume that one common neighbor v for edge eðx; y) is
considered for expansion. According to the edge trussness
filtering, if the truss of one edge eðv; x) (or eðv; y)) is less than
k, such a common neighbor v is not valid for expansion.

The CNNE strategy. To quickly form a feasible truss
group, it is a natural idea to use one edge’s common neigh-
bor to expand the current group so that this can increase
this edge’s support. For introducing this idea in detail, let’s
reconsider Example 1. Similarly, we first compute the maxi-
mum 3-truss set Scan ¼ {u0, u2, u3, u4, u6, u7 u9} for the initial
time instance. After that, group combination exploration is
performed. We also choose the user u0 in the running exam-
ple. Then one u0’s neighbor u2 whose edge trussness is
greater than k is selected according to the property of a con-
nected k-truss. After that, we may select the common neigh-
bor of edge eðu0; u2Þ in the intermediate set UI to expand UI .
Continue with these steps until all the possible combina-
tions are enumerated. However, two key questions may
arise during expanding UI :

� Which edge should be first selected to expand its
common neighbors when there are many edges in
UI?

� Is it correct to always select a common neighbor to
expand UI?

To answer these two questions, let’s show an example in
Fig. 1. Give a CGSGM query hd, ql, 3, 5i at time instance t1.
For this query, we first select u0 and its neighbor, e.g., u2. At
this time, for branch (u0, u3) to become a 3-truss, the support
of edge eðu0, u3) should be at least 1. Thus, at least one com-
mon neighbor of eðu0, u3) should be added to the group to
support this edge. Since the common neighbors of edge
eðu0; u2) are u3 and u9. At this moment, we have two choices
to expand UI=fu0; u3g. If we select u3, then UI becomes
fu0; u2; u3g, which has three edges. Notice that the support
of all these three edges is not less than 1. Now, we should
decide how to expand UI to be a 3-truss of size 5. If we
always continue to expand one edge’s common neighbor,
e.g., u9; u4, we can find only one feasible group fu0; u2; u3;
u4; u9g. However, group fu0; u2; u3; u7; u6g is missing in the
final results since both u7 and u6 are not the common neigh-
bor of any edge in fu0; u2; u3g.

From the above example, we can see that it is not a good
idea to always select a common neighbor to expand the
intermediate group. Thus, we develop Lemma 4, for one
edge’s support w.r.t the current UI .

Lemma 4. Given an intermediate set UI , if the support of an edge
e, denoted as sup(e), is less than k-2, UI may be expanded as a
feasible solution only if there are at least k-2-supðeÞ common
neighbors to be added to UI ; Otherwise, this branch can be
safely pruned.

To answer these two questions, we observe that there
exist two cases with respect to edges’ support for an inter-
mediate solution set UI where jUI j is smaller than p.

� Case 1. All edge’s support is not less than k� 2.
� Case 2. There exist at least one edge with support

less than k� 2.
Accordingly, in order to efficiently expand one branch, we

propose a new expanding scheme, called edge support based

decision (ESD) scheme, which mainly chooses the common
neighbors of the edge whose support is less than k-2 or the
neighbors of users when all the edge’s support is equal or
larger than k-2 w.r.t jUI j, to expand the intermediate solution
set UI iteratively. Thus, the above two cases are addressed as
follows.

(i) For the first case, we have two situations: (1) if the size
of UI is p-1, we follow Lemma 5 below; (2) otherwise, we
should fetch the neighbors of users instead of the common
neighbors to expand current UI .

Lemma 5. Given an intermediate set UI of size p-1, the support
of all the edges is not less than k-2. The seed UI can expand as a
feasible solution only if there must be one common neighbor of
one edge for adding to UI .

However, for the second situation, many neighbors of UI

should be explored to expand the current group and a lot of
branches are produced. However, some branches are invalid.
To reduce these invalid branches, we propose Lemma 6 to
check whether a given neighbor is valid to form a feasible
branch.

Lemma 6. Consider an intermediate set UI where the support of
all the edges is not less than k-2 and one new user v is one
neighbor of UI . UI [ fvg is qualified as a feasible solution only
if there exists one edge eðv; xÞ (x 2 UI ) whose trussness is not
less than k.

In Fig. 1, give a CGSGM query hd; ql; 3; 4i and current
UI= fu0; u3; u4g. Since the size of UI is 3, if we expect
fu0; u3; u4g to become a 3-truss of size 4, we can’t add
one neighbor of nodes, e.g., u7, u8, according to Lemma 3.
We should add one common neighbor of edge eðu0; u3),
e.g., u2, u9 and u1, to be a 3-truss of size 4, while there is
no commnon neighbor for edges eðu0; u4) and eðu3; u4).

(ii) With regard to the second case, since there may exist
several edges whose support is smaller than k-2, it is neces-
sary to design a scheme to decide an appropriate edge e for
expanding its common neighbors.

Deciding an Appropriate Edge. For efficient expanding one
branch, it is involved in two aspects: (1) if one branch can
not produce a good feasible solution, it is necessary to ter-
minate this branch quickly; and (2) otherwise, it is impor-
tant to produce the good feasible solution earlier.

With regard to the first aspect (i.e., terminate this
branch quickly), the size of the valid common neighbors
of the edge e, denoted as jCNðeÞj, is essential for expand-
ing one branch. That is, if that size is smaller, the num-
ber of combinations to be examined is less. Thus if we
select the edge whose common neighbor size is small to
expand current branch, we can reduce the number of
combinations exploration. For example, given the current
UI= fu0; u8; u9g, the common neighbors of eðu0; u9Þ are
fu5; u1; u2; u3g, while the common neighbors of eðu8; u9Þ
only contains u5. Thus for this, we choose to use u5 for
edge eðu8; u9Þ as the expanding user and quickly deter-
mine fu0; u8; u9; u5g as a feasible group by only checking
one combination. In contrast, if we decide eðu0; u9Þ as the
expanding edge, the number of combinations checking is
4, that requires to check more combinations than using
edge eðu8; u9Þ.
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Moreover, it is vital for considering the remaining support
of one edge as defined in Definition 8 for the first aspect.

Definition 8. (REMAINING SUPPORT.) Given a sub-graph
G0 and social constraint c, we say the remaining support of
edge e, denoted as dsupðeÞ, is k� 2� sup0GðeÞ, where sup0GðeÞ
is the support of e with respect to G0 and is smaller than k-2.
Notice that if the support of e with respect to G0 is not less than
k-2, then dsupðeÞ=0.

The idea behind remaining support is that we need to add
dsupðeÞ commnon neighbors to support this edge to be a

k-truss. Thus, we have a lemma, denoted as support pruning.

Lemma 7. Given an intermediate set UI , if the size of one edge’s

common neighbors is smaller than dsupðeÞ, UI can be safely
pruned.

If the remaining support of one edge in UI is smaller, we
require to expand less users for supporting such an edge.
Thus, this can reduce the number of combinations examina-
tion. Therefore, according to the size of valid common
neighbors (jCNðeÞj) and remaining support ( dsupðeÞ), we
give priority to selecting the edge whose dsupðeÞ is smaller
than jCNðeÞj for expansion. This is because the k value in a
query is always very small, while the size of common neigh-
bors may be very large.

From the above CNNE strategy, however, there is one
case that current branch combining the common neighbor
may not produce one feasible solution. For example, con-
sider a CGSGM query hd, ql, 4, 4i and the current intermedi-
ate result UI ¼ fu0; u2; u3g generated by the CNNE strategy.
If we choose to use the common neighbor u4 to expand, we
can not produce a feasible solution finally. The main reason
is that the diameter of fu0; u2; u3; u4g is 2, which can not sat-
isfy the diameter property of a connected k-truss below.
Thus, we also propose a more effective pruning strategy, as
shown in Lemma 8, by exploiting this diameter property.

Property 1. The structural diameter of a connected k-truss with
n vertices is no more than b2�n�2k c [10].

Lemma 8. Given a social graph G, and an intermediate set UI �
G of size n, for vertex v, u 2 UI , UI becomes a connected
k-truss only if gd(v; u;GÞ � b2�n�2k c, where gd(v; u;G) denotes
the graph distance between u and v in G.

For obtaining the common neighbors for one edge eðx; y),
we have two ways: (1) online computing the common
neighbors, which checks the neighbors of one vertex x
whose trussness is larger than k and also check the neighbor
with y is also edge connected and the corresponding truss-
ness is also larger than k; (2) offline precomputing the com-
mon neighbors with the minimal truss since we do not
know the k value before the query comes. Moreover, during
the query processing, we just choose the common neighbors
whose trussness is larger than k online.

This common neighbor expanding is mainly dependent
on the support of the edge. If the support does not satisfy,
we continue to add the nodes to satisfy the support of this
edge.

Different from the branch and bound by randomly fetch-
ing users to form the combinations, the common neighbor

or neighbor expanding (CNNE) strategy mainly explores
the group combinations by expanding the common neigh-
bors of edges or neighbors of users in UI in each iteration
with the help of ESD scheme and utilizing effective filtering
strategies (i.e., Lemma 4, 5 and 6). The pseudo-code is
shown in Algorithm 3. Similar to the BB strategy, our
CNNE mainly expands the branch by fetching the neigh-
bors or the common neighbors from the remaining users set
UR to form the intermediate solution set UI . UR is initialized
with the maximal k-truss MT . For the expanding process,
we first use the ESD scheme to just check whether all the
edges’ support in UI is not less than k-2. In the sequel,
CNNE expands the current UI by selecting one user from
remaining users UR according to the e status. For each user
in UR, we check whether it is common neighbor or neighbor
according to whether e exists and continue to expand the
branch. If for current jUI j, there is no valid user for expand-
ing, i.e., isExpanding ¼ false, we just terminate this branch.

Fig. 3 shows an example for illustrating the CNNE strat-
egy. Give a CGSGM queryhd, ql, 3; 5i for time instance t1.
According to the order in UR ¼{u0, u2, u3, u4, u6, u7, u9} ini-
tialized with the maximal 3-truss set, u0 and u2 are first
fetched to form current UI . By selecting a vertex from UR to
combine {u2, u0} according to the CNNE strategy, we first
consider the common neighbor u3 of eðu0; u2) and the inter-
mediate solution UI becomes fu2, u0, u3g. At this time, the
support of all the edges (i.e., eðu0; u2), eðu0; u3) and eðu3; u2)
) is 1 and satisfy the truss condition. Thus, we need to get
one neighbor of UI to expand and u4 is selected to form UI ¼
fu0, u2, u3; u4g. Also for current UI , the support of all edges
is 1. According to Lemma 5, since the size of UI is 4 (i.e.,
p-1), we should combine a common neighbor of one edge
and only u9 is the common neighbor of the edges. Thus u9 is
examined to combine UI which becomes fu0, u2, u3, u4 u9g.
Now, the size of UI is 5, so we check whether UI is a con-
nected 3-truss and find fu0, u2, u3, u4, u9g as a result group.
After that, we go back to branch fu0, u2, u3g and consider
another neighbor u6 and UI becomes fu0, u2, u3, u6 g. Now,
only the support of edge eðu0; u6) is 0, so we add the comm-
non neighbor of this edge to support this edge. Accordingly,
u7 is inserted into UI . Similarly, another result group fu0, u2,
u3, u6, u7g is found. In the sequel, we continue to combine
neighbor u7 and u9 for current UI= fu0, u2, u3g, but we find
that these two neighbors can not produce a valid branch.
Continue with the above steps using CNNE until UR

becomes empty and the algorithm safely terminates.

Fig. 3. An example of CNNE.
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4.2 The Baseline Algortihm

For each time instance, we compute the CGSGM query from
stratch using the initial result computation algorithms.
Based on the above two initial result computation algo-
rithms, our baseline has two algorithms, namely Baseline-
BB and Baseline-CNNE.

In fact, during the query processing, the baseline recom-
putes the support of all users from scratch when users are
moving into or move out of the monitor circle, i.e., the circle
centered at ql of radius d, which do not exploit the interme-
diate results to help further query processing. Thus, a natu-
ral idea is to strike for an efficient way to maintain some
intermediate results to accelerate the following query proc-
essing for the new time instance. Motivated by this, our
idea is to design an incremental algorithm by maintaining
the neighbors of users and edge’s common neighbors inside
the monitor circle in each time instance.

5 IMPROVED INCREMENTAL MONITORING

ALGORITHM FOR CGSGM

In this section, we propose an improved incremental moni-
toring algorithm, namely IIMA, consisting of initial result
computation and improved processing of multiple users
update. For the initial result computation, we employ the
baseline with CNNE to compute the initial result with the
candidate users Scan, at the same time we maintain the sup-
port, common neighbors and neighbors under the current
users inside the monitoring circle Cm. Thus, our main task
is to efficiently process the users updates.

In the monitor framework, only the users are moving. We
assume that the query position is static. For simplicity, we
first analyze the case where only one user moves/updates.
Next, we discuss the general cases where multiple users
update/move simultaneously.

5.1 Processing of One User Update

For one user update, there are two scenarios with respect to
the monitor circle Cm, i.e., the user is outside of the circle
and inside the circle. For a user, the user is already a result
user or an non-result user. A user update contains the user
id u:id, and its old and new coordinates. Thus, there are
four cases.

(1) An inside user moves out of (leave) the circle Cm. For
this case, it invalidates some result groups and thus does
not produce any new connected k-truss. If the trussness of
this user is smaller than k, we need do nothing. Otherwise,
we need to remove this user from Scan and update the sup-
port, the common neighbors to the edges whose trussness
under G is not less than k, neighbors of the users in Scan.

Algorithm 1. Delete One User (DU)

Input: The previous users set Scan, a query CGSGM hd; ql; k; pi,
and one leaving user u

1 if tðuÞ < k then
2 return;//This user never changes the results;
3 US(sup; u);
4 Update the neighbors of w and common neighbors for each

w 2 ðNGðuÞ \ ScanÞwith u;

(2) An outside user still moves outside the monitoring
circle. This case does not alter any result.

(3) An inside user is still moving into the circle Cm. For
this case, the query result does not change and we need not
do anything.

(4) An outside user moves into the circle Cm. For this
case, new k-truss groups may be generated due to the
new users adding if the trussness of this user is not less
than k. To efficiently decide whether the new user can
produce a new k-truss group with the original users, we
propose an algorithm for adding one new user. When a
new user u is moving into the circle, first we need to
check its truss value is no less than k. If it is not, this user
can not produce a connected k-truss and we terminate the
query processing. Otherwise, we need to update the sup-
port, common neighbors and neighbors of u. If the maxi-
mal support among these egdes involved in u is less than
k-2, adding this user also does not produce a new k-truss.
After that, we invoke the k-truss decomposition function
to get the maximum k-truss and check whether the maxi-
mum k-truss contains u. If it does not, adding u does not
produce a new connnected k-truss and we terminate the
query process. Otherwise, we invoke CNNE by initiating
UI with u to get all the k-truss groups including u of size
p from the maximum k-truss. Finally, we return all the
result groups in Skt.

Algorithm 2. Add New User (AU)

Input: The current users set Scan, a query CGSGM hd; ql; k; pi,
and one adding user u

Output: The new connnected k-truss groups
1 if tðuÞ < k then
2 return;//This user never changes the results;
3 UpdateSupport(sup; u);
4 Update the neighbors of w and corresponding common

neighbors for each w 2 NGðuÞ \ Scan with u;
5 ifmaxfsupðv; uÞgjv 2 V Þ < ðk� 2Þ then
6 return ? ;
7 MK  KTD(u; Scan );
8 ifMK does not contain u then
9 return ? ;
10 Skt  CNNE(u,MK, k);
11 return Skt;

The basic idea of update support (US) function is to first
check whether this new user is deleted from or added to the
monitoring circle. If this user is deleted from Scan, we check
each edge eðx; yÞ to see whether it may form a triangle with
u. If it is, the support of eðx; yÞ minus one and other two
edges are deleted. While for adding user u, we also check
each edge eðx; yÞ to see whether it may form a triangle with
u. If it is, each support of three edges is added by one.

5.2 Improved Processing of Multiple-Users Update

So far we have considered each type of updates individu-
ally. In this section we deal with concurrency issues that
may arise in the general case, where updates of all four
types arrive simultaneously at the system for multiple
users. Our aim is to process the updates in a batch to save
as much computation as possible.
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A direct idea is processing the updates one by one in cer-
tain order. Consider the example in Fig. 4 to show multiple
users’ updates for query hd, ql, 3; 5i. The previous candidate
users set Scan is fu0, u2, u3, u4, u6, u7; u9; u11g. For those
updates with red arrows shown in the figure, e.g., u8 moves
into the circle and u2 moves out of (leave) the circle, if we
process the update of u8 first (case 4), a new user u8 is added
and the AU algorithm is invoked to check whether there is a
new connected 3-truss to be generated. Accordingly, we
find a new connected 3-truss group including u2. However,
this new group is not a valid 3-truss, since u2 moves outside
the circle at the same time. On the other hand, if we process
the updates of u2 and u6 first by deleting these two users,
then process the update of u8. This processing order produ-
ces two new connected 3-trusses fu0; u3; u7; u8; u9g and
fu0; u3; u4; u8; u9g, which are valid. Although a new user u5
is also moving into the circle, we can find the new 3-truss
group by including u8 and u5 after processing u8. Thus,
selecting a good order to process the updates is very essen-
tial for the query processing.

Motivated by the above example, we decide the order to
process location updates based on whether the user updates
affect the group generation. One feasible idea is processing
the leaving users first and then processing the adding users.
Moreover, regarding the IMA algorithm, it spends many
time’s k-truss decomposition for adding each user. Based
on this, we propose an improved multiple user update algo-
rithm, which only does the k-truss decomposition for add-
ing all users.

Algorithm 3. The Improved Multiple Users Update
Algorithm

Input: A social graph G ¼ ðV;EÞ, a query CGSGM hd; ql; k; pi,
and previous candidate users set Scan

Output: The new k-truss groups
1 for each moving user u do
2 if u 2 Scan then
3 if disðu; qlÞ > d then
4 DU(Scan; u);
5 else
6 if disðu; qlÞ � d and tðuÞ � k then
7 insert u into Snew;
8 for each user u 2 Snew do
9 UpdateSupport(sup; u);
10 Update the neighbors of w and corresponding common

neighbors for each w 2 NGðuÞ \ Scan with u;
11 MK  KTD(Snew; Scan);
12 for each user u 2 ðSnew \MKÞ do
13 Skt  CNNE(u, ðMK n SnewÞ, k);
14 insert u into ðMK n SnewÞ;
15 return Skt;

Our idea is processing the updates simultaneously. We
first check which case each moving user belongs to. Accord-
ing to the four cases, to delete a user who is in Scan, we
remove this user from Scan and update the supports of
involved edges, common neighors and neighbors. With
regard to adding user whose truss value is greater than k
and who is also not in Scan, we insert it into adding user set
Snew. After that, we update the supports of involved edges,
common neighors and neighbors for those users in Snew.

Then obtain the maximal truss MK by performing k-truss
decomposition using Snew and Scan. Notice that we perform
k-truss decomposition only once instead of many times of
truss decomposition in IMA [43]. Finally, we explore the
possible combinations of each user in ðSnew \MKÞ with
ðMK n SnewÞ by invoking CNNE funtion.

An example of improved processing of multiple user
updates for query hd, ql, 3; 5i is shown in Fig. 4. The previ-
ous candidate users set Scan is fu0, u2, u3, u4, u6 u7; u9; u11g.
Then we process each moving user one by one. As the
updates of u0 and u3 do not alter anything, we skip those
updates. For the updates of u2 and u6, since they move out
of monitoring circle, we need to delete them and update the
corresponding support, neighbors and the common neigh-
bors. While for u5 and u8, they are added to Snew. Thus, we
need to combine these two users with the users in MK n
Snew. Instead of doing k-truss decomposition with u5, u8,
respectively (see IMA algorithm in [43]), we do k-truss
decompostion with u5, u8 together and get the maximal 3-
truss MK ¼ { u0, u3, u4, u5, u8, u9}. We first combine u5 with
ðMK n SnewÞ ¼ f u0, u3, u4; u7, u9} by invoking the CNNE
function. For this, we get three result groups fu0,
u3; u4; u7; u5g, fu0, u3; u4; u9; u5g and fu0, u3; u9; u7; u5g of
size 5. After that, u8 is explored, we also obtain five 3-truss
groups fu0, u3; u4; u5; u8g, fu0, u3; u4; u7; u8g, fu0, u3; u9;
u5; u8g, fu0, u3; u9; u7; u8g and fu0, u5; u7; u9; u8g and the
query processing terminates.

6 EXTENSION TO TOP N CGSGM QUERY

In this section, we propose the approach to monitor the top
N geo-social groups, which includes initial result computa-
tion and query processing for a new time instance.

6.1 Initial Result Computation

Since the top N geo-social group monitoring returns the top
N k-truss groups according to the group distance, obtaining
the feasible groups with small distance earlier is a desired
way to filter many unqualified groups a lot. For accelerating
the exploration of the possible result groups, we design a
distance ordering to explore the combinations which is also
guided by the CNNE strategy to effectively form the feasi-
ble groups with small distance earlier. The main idea of dis-
tance ordering is to explore the combinations of users by
one user at a time according to the distance ordering.

With regard to the distance ordering, we also propose an
early termination condition as follows. Let max dis be the
maximal distance of users in the top N k-truss groups

Fig. 4. An example of multiple-users update.
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(denoted by Skt) to query location, i.e., max dis =Max(dis
(u; ql), u 2 Skt).

Early Terminate Condition. For the current top N result
groups achieved so far with the maximal distance max dis
and the current visiting user u, the query process can safely
terminate iff dis(u; ql) is greater thanmax dis.

The pseudo-code is shown in Algorithm 4. Similar to the
initial results computation in Baseline, we filter those
unqualified users and sort the remaining users according to
their distance to query location in ascending order. After
that, we also invoke the k-truss decomposition function and
obtain the sorting users of the maximal k-truss stored in a
min-heap H MT (Line 4). Let UV denote the visited users
set. When a new user e is coming, we first check whether its
distance to query location is greater than max dis. If it is,
the query processing terminates. Otherwise, we continue to
check whether the size of UV is equal to p-1. If it is, e is
inserted into UV . Then we check whether UV is a k-truss and
update the result if possible (Lines 9-12). If the size of UV is
smaller than p-1, we put e into UV (Lines 13-14). Otherwise,
we invoke function CNNE, to explore the combinations of
the new user (i.e., e) with the users in UV (Lines 15-17).

Algorithm 4. Initial Result Computation for TOP-N
(IRC_TOP-N)

Input: A social graph G ¼ ðV;EÞ, a query CGSGM hn; ql; k; pi,
users’ location array Aloc at the initial time instance,

Output: The top n k-truss groups Skt

1 for each user u 2 Aloc do
2 if tðuÞ � k then
3 Insert u into sorted candidate set sortingScan;
4 H MT  KTD(sortingScan, k);
5 whileH MT 6¼ ? do
6 de-heap the top entry (e; key) ofH MT ;
7 if distðe; ql) �max dis then
8 break;
9 if jUV j ¼¼ p� 1 then
10 trus insert e into UV ;
11 if UV is a k-truss then
12 updateRS(Skt,max dis, UV );
13 else if jUV j < p-1 then
14 insert e into UV ;
15 else
16 CNNE(e, UV );
17 insert e into UV ;
18 return Skt;

Fig. 5 shows an example for illustrating the IRC_TOP-N
algorithm for query h2, ql, 3, 5i. From Fig. 1, we get the
sorted maximal 3-truss is {u0, u9, u7, u3, u4, u6, u11, u2, u1, u5,
u8, u10}. According to the distance ordering, we first fetch

the top 5 users UV ={u0, u9, u7, u3, u4} and we check whether
UV is a 3-truss. Unfortunately, UV is not a 3-truss. After that,
u6 is examined. Different from the Baseline, we explore the
combinations of u6 with the current UV using CNNE func-
tion. By selecting a vertex from UV to combine u6 according
to the CNNE strategy, we first consider the neighbor u0 of
u6, and the intermediate solution UI becomes fu0; u6g. Then
we use CNNE to decide a common neighbor of e(u0, u6),
and u7 is selected. Now UI becomes fu0; u6; u7g. At this
time, all the edges’ support is not less than 1. In the sequel,
we select one neighbor u9 of fu0; u6; u7g and UI becomes
fu0; u6; u7; u9g. After that, we choose one common neighbor
of e(u0, u9), i.e., u3, and we find the 1st top result group
fu0; u6; u7; u9; u3g. Similarly, we find the 2nd top result
group fu0; u6; u7; u3; u4g with the maximal distance
max dist = dis(u6, ql). According to the distance ordering,
u11 is coming and the distance of u11 to ql is greater than
max dist. The query processing terminates.

6.2 Top N Group Monitoring for a New
Time Instance

Different from IMA to handle CGSGM query, we maintain
the support, common neighbor, neighbor of users in the cir-
cle centered at query location with the radius max dist,
which is the maximal distance of users in the top N geo-
social groups at the previous time instance.

When updating the query results for a new time instance,
we first utilize the IIMA algorithm to find the result groups.
However, there will be two cases after invoking IIMA algo-
rithm. (1) Top N result groups have been found. For this
case, the query processing terminates. (2) We have not
found N result groups. With regard to this case, we con-
tinue to examine the users outside the circle to explore the
possible result groups according to the distance ordering.
Take Fig. 6 as an example. Similarly, we utilize the IIMA
algorithm to find one result group fu0; u3; u8; u4; u7g for
query h2, ql, 3, 5i. Since there is no enough groups for query,
we continue to examine user u11 according to this distance
ordering to query location. Since there is no vaid common
neighbor of e(u0, u11), we terminate the combination of u11.
Then, u5 is examined. We find top 2 result group
fu5; u0; u8; u3; u4g. At this time, we can safely terminate the
query processing since the group distance of the remaining
combinations will be not less than dis(u5, ql).

7 HANDLING THE CHANGES OF SOCIAL NETWORK

For dealing with a more general case that the social network
may change over time, we discuss two main operations,
namely removing one edge (not friend any more) and

Fig. 5. An example of the IRC_TOP-N algorithm.
Fig. 6. An example of multiple-users update for top N Geo-social group
monitoring.
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inserting one edge (new friend). Since deleting one node can
be divide into deleting the neighbor edges of the node and
adding one node can be regarded as inserting the neighbor
edges and adding one node’s information, we here omit to
discussing adding/deleting nodes. For these two opera-
tions, we first discuss how to update the k-truss index.
Then, we study how to update the maintained information.

7.1 Updating the k-Truss Index

For one edge to be removed, we remove it from the hash
table and find its all common neighbors. Then we update
the support of the common neighbors by reducing one.
However, updating the trussness of one edge is complex.
First, we should decide which edges’ trussness is affected
when removing one edge. According to the trussness defini-
tion, only the edges whose trussness is less than the truss-
ness of the removed edge (denoted as tðeremoveÞ) are affected
because only the edges whose trussness greater than k are
kept during doing k-truss decomposition. A feasible way is
to do the truss decomposition from k=3 to tðeremoveÞ to
update the edges’ trussness.

In contrast, for one edge to be added, we add it into the
hash table and also find its common neighbor, update the
support of the new edge by assigning the number of com-
mon neighbors (denoted as supðenewÞ) and the support of
other two edges is added by one. For the trussness of the
new edge, it can be at most supðenewÞ+2. Thus, only the edges
whose trussness is less than supðenewÞ+2 are affected after
adding this new edge. Then we do the truss decomposition
from k=3 to supðenewÞ+2 to update the edges’ trussness.

7.2 Updating the Maintained Information

For one edge to be removed, there are three cases. i) Both the
two nodes of the edge are in the maintained information
(e.g., eðu7; u0Þ), we remove it from the maintained informa-
tion and update the neighbors and common neighbors.
Then we also find the edge’s commnon neighbors in the
maintained information and update the corresponding sup-
port. ii) Both the two nodes of the edge are not in the main-
tained information (e.g., eðu1; u2Þ). Since deleting one edge
may affect the support of other edges and vertex in the
maintained information, we check whether their support is
not less than k-2 and remove the invalid edges and vertexes.
iii) One node vs of the edge is in the maintained infromation,
while the other node vd of the edge is not (e.g., eðu1; u3Þ).
While for adding one edge, we first check whether its two
nodes are in the maintained information. If it is, we find all
the common neighbors in the maintained information and
assign the support of this edge as the number of common
neighbors. At the same time, we update the support of the
common neighbors and the corresponding edges. Otherwise,

the nodes of this edgemay be invalid. After adding this edge,
we check whether they become valid (i.e., support no less
than k-2).

8 EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
algorithms for the CGSGM query. All the algorithms are
implemented in C++, while the experiments are conducted
on an Intel Core i5 2.3 GHz PC with 16GB RAM.

We conduct experiments on four real datasets. We simu-
late the user movements based on these datasets.

� Gowalla. It consists of 196,585 nodes and 138,337
edges for the social network. The percentage of mov-
ing users is 4.89% per minute.2

� Brightkite. It contains 58,228 users and 214,078
edges. The percentage of moving users is 6.86% per
minute.2

� Foursquare. It consists of 2,146,576 nodes and
8,919,127 edges for the social network. The percent-
age of moving users is 5.46% per minute.2

� Flickr. It consists of 214,698 nodes and 2,096,306
edges for the social network. The percentage of mov-
ing users is 6.98% per minute.3

We conduct a performance evaluation on the efficiency of
the CGSGM algorithms – we compare the latency of the pro-
posed CGSGM algorithms under various parameters (sum-
marized in Table 1, numbers in bold are the default
settings). The parameters are set according to a typical res-
taurant marketing application, where the group size is no
more than 8, the social constraint is no more than 7, and the
distance constraint is no farther than 2 km. We measure the
average latency at the time of user updates (i.e., total time/
number of time-points) as the performance metric corre-
sponding to five different parameters: (a) query distance d;
(b) group size p; (c) social constraint k; and (d) interval of
time instances. We randomly generate three groups of
CGSGM queries corresponding to each dataset where each
group consists of 100 CGSGM queries. In each experiment,
we test one parameter at a time (by fixing other parameters
at their default values). The location update is reported to
the server once per time instance. The average moving
speed is about 42km per hour. The distance of each location
update varies from 0 to 1.29km. The reported experimental
results are obtained by averaging the processing time of
queries.

TABLE 1
Parameter Ranges and Defaults Values

Parameters Range

] of selected users (p) 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
] of social constraint (k) 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
distance constraint (d, km) 0.125, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2
interval of time instances (minutes) 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8

Fig. 7. Performance versus query distance d.

2. https://snap.stanford.edu/data/index.html.
3. https://www.comp.hkbu.edu.hk/db/book/community_search.

html.
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8.1 Efficiency of CGSGM Algorithms

In this section, we compare the efficiency of the proposed
IMA and its imrpoved version (IIMA) with two baseline
algorithms, Baseline-BB and Baseline-CNNE, as well as
the top N algorithm (TOP-N) by setting N=5 in default.
Accordingly, we test the four CGSGM algorithms using
different datasets as described above. We take an offline
approach to obtain the common neighbors for each edge in
our implementation.

Effect of Distance Threshold. We first test the performance
of the four algorithms by varying query distance d. Fig. 7
shows the results of the three algorithms on Gowalla and
Brightkite dataset. As expected, when increasing the query
distance on Gowalla dataset, the query time becomes lon-
ger. This is because there will be more users to be examined
as the truss result when increasing the query range distance.
In addition, our IMA outperforms the two baseline algo-
rithms a lot because our IMA incrementally maintains some
intermediate results, e.g., trussness and common neighbors,
which can save some query process cost. The similar results
are displayed on Brightkite dataset. Since the query time of
Baseline-BB is very long, we will not show the time of Base-
line-BB in the remaining query results.

Effect of p Value. We then compare the average running time
of IMA, IIMA, Baseline-CNNE and TOP-N for processing
CGSGM queries by increasing the group size p. Fig. 8a shows
the result on the Gowlla dataset. As shown, IMA performs
much better than Baseline-CNNE because IMA maintains the

intermediate results, e.g., the support and the common neigh-
bor at each time instance to accelerate the further query proc-
essing, which reduces the time of k-truss decomposition and
the number of combinations examination.Moreover, IIMAout-
performs IMA with 10%, improvement. When the p value
increases, the query time becomes longer, as more users need
to be examined and the number of combinations becomes
larger. Note that IIMA and IMA scale better than Baseline-
CNNE by increasing the group size. The results on other three
datasets are similar to that on theGowalla dataset.

Effect of Social Constraint k. Fig. 9 compares the perfor-
mance of three CGSGM algorithms and the TOP-N algo-
rithm by varying k. For the Gowalla dataset, IMA
outperforms Baseline-CNNE significantly under various k
values because IMA incrementally examines the group com-
binationswhich avoids some redundant group combinations
compared to Baseline-CNN. IIMA is faster than IMAbecuase
IMA requires to perform many time’s k-truss decompositon
for all the adding users while IIMA does the k-truss decom-
positon only once for all adding users, which saves a lot of
time. Moreover, the processing time of both four algorithms
decreases as the k value increases. This is because there are
less valid users with trussness � k when k becomes larger.
The results on the Brightkite dataset in Fig. 9b, Flicker dataset
in Fig. 9d and Foursquare dataset in Fig. 9c show the similar
trendwith the result on the Gowalla dataset.

Effect of Interval of Time Instances. In addition, we compare
the four CGSGM algorithms by varying the interval of time

Fig. 8. Performance versus query group size p.

Fig. 9. Performance versus social constraint k.

Fig. 10. Performance versus interval of time instances.
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instances and show the results in Fig. 10. The number of user
updates in different duration is different. If the interval is lon-
ger, it is involved in more user updates. For the Gowalla data-
set, the results in Fig. 10a show the superiority of IIMA and
IMA over the Baseline-CNN algorithm. The search time of
both IMAand IIMAonly takes less than 1000ms, but the Base-
line-CNN algorithm takes more than 3000 ms, because IMA
maintains the support, common neighbors effectively to help
accelerate the query processing. Moreover, when the interval
of time instances becomes longer, which means more user
updates, the query time of IIMA, IMA and Baseline-CNN
becomes longer. Similar results on Brightkite and Foursquare
dataset are observed in Figs. 10b and 10d.

Effect of Handling Social Changes and Varying N Values. At
last, we also do the experiments to test the updating time of
handling the social changes including inserting one edge
and removing one edge on four datatsets. The social net-
work changes apply to both of the two problems. At each
time instance, we first handle the social changes and then
processing the query. During the query processing, we
assume the social network is static. Thus, handling social
changes only updates the k-truss index and maintained
information. The corresponding results are shown in
Fig. 11a. As shown, the updating time for removing one
edge takes longer than the time for inserting one edge on
each dataset because removing one edge involves in more
edges to be updated. Fig. 11b shows the results by varying
N value to test the Top-N algorithm on three datasets. As
expected, when the N value becomes larger, the algorithm
requires more time to return the topN result groups.

9 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we formulate a new query, namely, continuous
geo-social groups monitoring (CGSGM) over moving users,
aiming to identifying continuously all the social groups
appearing within a monitored geographical area. Based on
different expanding strategies, i.e., BB and CNNE, we first
propose two baseline algorithms to tackle the CGSGM prob-
lem. To address the shortcomings of the baseline algorithms,
we then propose an improved incremental algrithm, namely
IIMA, which maintains the support, common neighbors and
neighbors of the current userswhen exploring possible k-truss
groups at the time of query processing for future query proc-
essing upon new user position updates. We also formalize
and investigate the top N CGSGM query. Moreover, for han-
dling the social changes in a social network, we develop the
corresponding algorithm. At last, we conduct a comprehen-
sive performance evaluation using three real datasets to vali-
date our ideas and compare the proposed algorithms.
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